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Your Excellency Mr Nguyen Tan Dung, Prime Minister of 
Vietnam, 
 
Your Excellency Mr Thoyyib Mohamed Waheed, President of 
AIBD General Conference & Minister of State for Tourism, Arts 
and Culture, Department of Information, Maldives, 
 
Prof. Dr. Vu Van Hien, President, the Voice of Vietnam (VOV),  

Mr Yang Binyuan, Director, Asia-Pacific Institute for Media 

Development, 

 
Distinguished Delegates, 
Ladies and Gentlemen, 
 

1. It gives me great pleasure to address you today on the 

occasion of the opening of Asia Media Summit 2011 with 

the theme “Capacity Building in Digital Media Landscape”. 

2. First of all, I wish to express UNESCO’s appreciation for 

the facilitation provided by the Asia-Pacific Institute for 

Media Development (AIBD) in favour of media development 

in the Asia-Pacific region and elsewhere.  

3. The Asia Media Summit is an opportunity for media 

professionals from all over the world to discuss main issues 

of concern for the community of the “Forth Estate”, to 



reflect upon experiences and to design strategies to 

address future challenges. 

4. Media in general and digital media in particular is in a state 

of profound change. We now live in a multi-platform and 

multi-choice world where the advent of the Internet and 

mobile technology is changing the original idea of media. 

With the proliferation of platforms, the key Mantra is: 

“everything, everywhere, all the time” (even if many people 

still have no access to media and communication). Today 

that ‘push’ model of media is being replaced by a ‘pull’ 

model where the audience can demand what it wants 

when it wants and it can interact – enabling the 

audience/viewer to be more in control, making it 

accessible to all. In the context of Real Time vs My time, 

more content is oriented towards ‘My Time’. 

5. This change poses particular challenges for media 

organisations to be relevant and useful to their clientele, the 

citizens. How do the media organisations produce content 



that is relevant to the audience while maintaining strong 

professional standards?  

6. The answer to the above challenge remains in the 

competency and professionalism of media professionals.  

7. Media organisations need to ensure that their professionals 

are equipped with the necessary skills to work in this fast 

and competitive environment. The high quality of journalism 

will ultimately be judged on the accuracy and objectivity of 

the stories written and the programmes made. If high 

standards are going to be maintained in this digital world 

then journalists must have the right editorial skills and need 

to be proficient at using new technology, so that they can 

become editors and publishers as well as producers of their 

work.  

8. UNESCO is working towards providing quality journalism 

education through a standard setting instrument namely 

Model Curricula for Journalism Education which has been 

adapted in 50 countries worldwide and provides a 



framework for quality journalism education which is relevant 

to both traditional and new media.  

9. There is also a demand to invest more resources for the 

digital media training and developing capacity of the 

professionals for a diverse range of new services. Key to 

this capacity-building of the organisations not only includes 

in-house digital media training and development that 

provides the essential training, but also being 

complemented by open training courseware provided by 

professional organisations, multilateral bodies, providers 

who design services and of course equipment & software 

manufacturers. 

10. UNESCO puts emphasis on building the capacities of 

media professionals through enhancing the quality of media 

training institutions and fostering community access to 

information in order to increase opportunities for non-formal 

education. Category 4 of UNESCO’s Media Development 

Indicators clearly underlines the importance of professional 

capacity-building for media professionals as a pre-condition 



for building healthy media ecology in a country.  It further 

elaborates “Professional capacity-building and providing 

support to institutions underpins freedom of expression, 

pluralism and diversity. Media workers have access to 

professional training and development, both vocational and 

academic, at all stages of their career, and the media 

sector as a whole is both monitored and supported by 

professional associations and civil society organisations”.  

11. It is also worthwhile mentioning an initiative called 

“Open Training Platform” that is designed to empower 

trainers or/and trainees with over 220 free resources on 

traditional and digital media. The Open Training Platform 

offers a structured collaborative space to share training 

materials and promote the value of “open” in training 

materials. These materials are freely and openly accessible 

for trainers and self-learners to use and re-use for 

noncommercial purposes such as teaching, learning and 

research. UNESCO is also developing Open Educational 

Resources and Open Access portal to share learning 



materials and scientific information respectively that have 

been released under an intellectual property license such 

as Creative Commons or in the public domain that allows 

their free use by others. 

12. Also, UNESCO promotes Media and Information 

Literacy (MIL) as an enabling strategy to become skilful 

creators and producers of information and media products 

in their own right by interpreting and making informed 

judgments as users of media and information. UNESCO 

also encourages the development of national MIL policies 

in Member States, as they provide an environment with 

resources and services for free and open learning and play 

a key role in people’s life-long learning in digital media. 

13. Furthermore, open and life-long learning solutions for 

digital media hold the key to improving capacity building 

goals of media organisations. This is primarily important as 

media organizations are finding it difficult to send 

professionals to attend professional development training 

courses. While training in the new media is necessary, the 



professional and organizational demand is to seek 

alternative training routes such as in-service training. It is in 

this context that e-learning comes in handy. Indeed, many 

private and community media organisations offer a great 

deal of e-learning solutions for the professionals in diverse 

topics of digital media. Many of these digital media training 

modules could be completed by professionals at their desk 

top with broadband connections and interactive training on 

demand. However, the computer based training of digital 

media is certainly not adequate to meet the challenges 

faced by media organisations in terms of capacity-building. 

The e-learning programmes need to provide rich learning 

experiences suitable to the needs of media professionals, 

and therefore, require competent trainers who are skilled in 

instructional design, media theories and digital media 

technologies, including e-learning. 

14. I wish to underline that the time of digital media has 

really come. A recent study in the United States of America 

by the Pew Research Centre’s Project for Excellence in 



Journalism revealed that 48% of the audience in the age 

group of 30-49 prefer the web as the main source of news. 

Overall 41% of Americans get most of their news about 

national and international issues from the web. What is 

most interesting is that this audience has increased by 17% 

while all other media have seen negative growth. 

Accessing news on mobile devices is yet another trend, 

and about 47% get some local news using such means.  

This is a very important trend to take note for Asia, as today 

over 50% of the world’s mobile users are in Asia-Pacific 

region. The use of social media for information 

dissemination and retrieval has made it necessary for the 

media professionals to equip themselves with new digital 

media trends and practical skills of using appropriate 

technologies to reach the audience. Let us work together to 

provide some solutions to help better equip the 

broadcasters and media organisations of tomorrow to serve 

their audiences effectively through the use of new media 

technologies and services. 



15. Thank you for your attention. 

 


